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APPENDICCES I 

A. DATA FROM COCA  

Source information: 

.  

Source FIC: Southwest Review 

Date 2009 

Publication 

information 

2009, Vol. 94 Issue 1, P.46-65, 20p 

Title Absent. 

Author Khedairi, Betool 

 

Expanded context:  

I peer closely at the photograph. I was more beautiful than Copenhagen. My 

perfect mouth gobbled an ice cream as I stood by the seaside. Two years later Abu 

Ghayeb took me with him to see his friend. a professor of plastic surgery in 

Turkey. He examined me. and then told him. " Bring her back in a few years time. 

She has a facial palsy, probably due to a small stroke. This isn't the right time to 

operate. She's still growing and her features will continue to change. If we operate 

now. shell still have facial asymmetry as the muscles on the healthy side of her 

face will continue to grow. in istanbul i learned to avoid ice cream and cameras, l 

walk out onto the balcony, I look down at the people below me. In the distance are 

queues of men and women, all carrying their ration cards waiting for rice. sugar, 

and tea at the food distribution points. The intensity of the heat raises a gray 

mirage that trembles between us. They eventually appear to me as masses that 

gradually melt away in vertical shapes. Their outlines coalesce into forms that 

look like crowds of Bedouins attempting to cross a road, but their bodies are 

dissolving into each other. They stay rooted to the spot and cant get across. A 

pigeon, the color of cement, is sheltering in the shade of the balcony's parapet, 

oblivious to my presence    
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Source information: 

.  

Source FMAG: Bazaar 

Date 2001 (Jan) 

Publication information Iss. 3470; pg. 126, 5pgs 

Title It’ about time 

Author Ellen Tien 

 

Expanded context:  

tonic and massage (although I skip the tonic. because it would skew my recent 

color treatment). Another blow-dry, and I leave with the silky, submissive hair of 

a Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show Afghan -- albeit one that smells like a fruit 

salad. Time: 45 minutes. 2:30 Pm. A two-person leg, underarm, and Brazilian 

bikini wax at the Completely Bare Spa, I strip down to disposable panties and 

stretch out on a table while two aestheticians stick-and-rip with lightning speed. 

Before my neurons can form the ouch synapse. I have been rendered hairless. 

Added bonus: No chance to work up a sense of abject humiliation. Time: 35 

minutes. 3:00 P.M. Porcelain veneers at the office of fonathan Levine. D.M.D. 

When I walk in. I am confused. Have l accidentally wandered into another spa? 

Bond Girlesque assistants bustle about; the air is infused with a pleasing botanical 

scent. No muffled shrieks of pain. Strange. Kellen. the dental technican, shows me 

to a chair and clips a knee-length bib on me. She hands me a menu of over 90 

movies available for viewing during the procedure. She offers me a beverage. 

This is more like a business-class flight to Dallas thana dental appointment. 

Levine enters. We had initially planned on a few veneers, but after revlewing X 

rays taken the previous week, he has discovered other work that needs to be done 

first. Namely, two fillings and two bridges 
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Source information: 

.  

Series Manifest (IMDB): (Years: 2018- : 29 episodes) Country: USA Genre: Drama, 

Mystery 

Series info After a turbulent, but routine flight, those onmoard discover the world has aged five 

years 

Episode Turbulence (2018) (IMDB) (Open Subtitles) 

Episode Info Length: 42 min / Rating: TV-14 / IMDB rating: 7.9 (883 votes) 

Episode plot Ben and Michaela investigate a shocking murder in fear that it’s connected 

 

Expanded context:  

back to. I know I can contribute here. Mick. We're doing this together or I'm turning the 
car around. This is so off-the-charts out of line. They'l think Im your partner Not a word, 
okay? Scout's honor. Guaranteed. That was fast. Where do these people come from? 
Kelly made herself famous. She was the face of Flight 828. Looks like they already have a 
suspect Can i help you? Im Michaela Stone. NYPD. Mind if I we have a look? You on a 
field trip? I picked up the chatter. Might connect to a case we're looking at. Do me a 
solid. We'll be in and out. Victim's inside. I’ll walk you in. (m) (m) Looks like a robbery 
gone bad. Perp entered here, went out the back door. The victim was alone in the 
house. Husband was out at a business dinner. What did they get? Gold necklace. that's 
it. Husband says she was wearing one. There are burn marks on the neck. Killer must've 
yanked it off. Oh. my God. Single gunshot to base of skull. Bullet went through and 
through. Looks like a.38. She's got some scraping and bruising on her arms and back, 
You think this was targeted? She was on Flight 828, all over the news. Talk about a crazy 
magnet, You 
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Source information: 

Title Blackhat (IMDB) (Open Subtitles) 

Year 2015 

Genre Action, Crime, Thriller 

Plot 

A furloughed convict and his American and Chinese partners hunt a high-

level cybercrime network from Chicago to Los Angeles to Hong Kong to 

Jakarta. 

More info Length 133 min / Rating: R/ IMDB rating: 5.4 (47059 votes) 

Expanded context:  

cash out. Cash money doesn't leave a trail. Pick it up. Walk it anywhere you want. But 

the money hasn't moved yet. There's… 

 

Source information: 

.  

Source FIC Sewanee Review 

Date 2018 

Publication information Vol. 126, Iss. 2 

Title Title King Me 

Author Ellen Tien 

Expanded context:  

state line. He buys equipment at auction, busted-up stuff someone is happy to part with for hardly 

more than the carrying it away. He fixes things up and sells them online for sometimes quadruple 

the price. Once, the very man he purchased a hay rake from, the tines that weren't missing bent out 

of shape, bought it back from him without even realizing it, and that had been a coup for Frank. If 

it weren 't for Craigslist, they wouldn't even have the Internet. Mary hadn't thought twice about it 

before they got it. and now she couldn't imagine not having it. She used to be lonely out here. 

When Frank was still farming and the girls were little, she would walk up and down the lane in the 
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afternoons, waiting for the mail to come. Now messages arrive instantly, at any moment, and it 

doesn't really matter what they say. Even an email from Pottery Barn will be addressed to her: 

Dear Mary Morris. The same's true for Facebook, not so direct maybe but it comes to her 

nevertheless. like when she's watering her flowers but can't help also watering the weeds. Best of 

all is NPR. She knows the voices of all the anchors. One day she looked up her favorite host 

online, but his face was nothing like the face she'd imagined, and she quickly closed the window 

(something 

Source information: 

 

Source 
BLOG http://katetheprofessional.wordpress.com/2009/12/20/so-much-to-do-so-

little-time/ 

Date 2012 

Title So Much to Do. So Little Time, Becoming Professional: A Blog 

Expanded context:  

Still working on it myself This week's post is on time managernent. Rephrased, it's on how you 

can find a job, get your work done, do some self-improvement projects or hobbies, and still have a 

soial life, I'ma bit of an expert on this. I have ADHD. When I was younger. I couldn't keep my 

mind on anything for an extended period of time. Now that I'm "grown up" I am much better at 

this, but the habbits i developed to get me through my childhood have stuck, i keep a dayplanner. 

lists, and I prioritize like a madwoman. You might have got some of that from my last post 

Gadgets for the Pros, but now I’ll walk you through the process. I get a lot of stuff done in a day, 

as long as I follow these steps. Granted, some days my schedule goes to the birds. I call those" 

Wasted Days and love them dearly. Every mind needs some down time. Still, on other days I 

follow this process and manage to work on my blog, my novel. my personal reading (all three 

books) job and grad school applications, and some other tasks aside (like cleaning those dishes). # 

The steps in this process are: List out all events in a calendar, like taking an exam. Highlight them 

or otherwise make them stand out. I advise 
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Source information: 

.  

Source 
BLOG http://freethoughtblogs.com/blaghag/2012/08/how-l-unwittingly-

infitrated-the-boys-club-why-its-time-for-a-new-wave-of-atheism/ 

Date 2012 

Title How I Unwittingly Infiltrated the Boy's Club - Freethought Blogs 

Expanded context:  

the frankly sexual nature.of Lunam's initial comment, and her subsequent ones. it seems a rather 

specious argument to claim that she was entirely blameiess for at least some of the subsequent 

comments. "# Please show me the comments that you think were " flirty or sexual. She was 

bantering with the people who were actually being decent to her and calling out the sickening 

behavior toward her. This is what she had to say about the Joke that you think don't make her 

entirely blameless for the the sexuaily explicit and rapist shit directed at her Lunam: "1 sald it as a 

childish alternative to bracing myself. That does not give people the right to say those sorts of 

things to a little girl. I should’nt have to walk on egg shells thinking of what to say because I don't 

want to harassed, but thanks. You haven't seen the messages I have been getting, and i don't think 

those three words merited all of those comments. * #I really admire all the idealism in here. But, I 

just want to bring up a point. The third wave of basically anything is always bad. Third wave 

feminism, the third period of the COMINTERN, third wave of ska, " third wave of democracy, 

"etc. It's just best to stop when you've reformed yourself to the level of needing a third wave, # 

Right? It's like. a religion or something is being built 
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Source information: 

.  

Source 
BLOG http://caffertyfile.blogs.cnn.com/2012/06/04/when-it-comes-to-president-

obama-what-happened-to-the-magic-of-2008/ 

Date 2012 

Title When it comes to President Obama, what happened to the magic of 

Expanded context:  

the American Short Artention Span Syndrome, they are disappointed that Pres. Obama did not 

walk on water. Too many Moderates and Liberals do not 

 

Source information: 

.  

Source FIC The Southern Review 

Date 2002 (Winter) Publication information 

Publication information Vol. 38. Iss. 1: pg. 101. 37 pgs 

Title City of Roses Author Ehud Havazelet 

Expanded context:  

the feeling he was, as she had felt in her kitchen, waiting to be excused, too well bred to tell her so. 

# " Has there been any progress?" she said, turning the warm cup in her hands. "In my case. The 

bank's been notified." he said quietly. " the credit companies. They have their own fraud divisions, 

did you know that? They do their own investigating., "He looked as if he expected her to say 

something. When she didn't he went on. " Mrs. Munson, " and he indicated the papers again. " the 

profile we're working with here is probably an organized gang, some bunch of kids who do this for 

a living. They walk off with your luggage at the airport, snatch your purse in the elevator at the 
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mall. Just kids. It's upsetting to the victims, we know. But unfortunately this type of. of event is all 

too common nowadays. Which is why, at least, your liability is limited. "# She nodded again. #" 

These people should be stopped. They're a nuisance, and God knows what else they're up to in 

their spare time. between you and me. But they're basically impossible to find. The insurance 

companies, they could find them if they wanted, they've got the staff, but they're dealing with 

fraud on a scale you and i couldn't 

Source information: 

Source FIC: Psychology Today 

Date 2011 

Publication information May/jun 2011 

Title Feedback Author Anonymaus 

Expanded context:  

NYC cop and an attorney. I was very interested in Kaja Perina's article, "Secrets of Special Agents 

" (February). I remember a shooting where a detective noticed a look of fright on the face of one 

girt in a group of about ten. He got her to say that her brother had shot the victim. It took all of 30 

seconds. While I was focused on the murder scene, this seasoned detetive was closely watching the 

faces of everyone on the block. That's a lesson i never forgot: Observe everything while 

approaching a crime scene, and move quickly to get information, MICHAEL J. GORMAN 

Whitestone. NY Source information: Source FIC The Southern Review Date 2002 (Winter) 

Publication information #. Vol. 38. Iss. 1: pg. 101. 37 pgs Title City of Roses Author Ehud 

Havazelet Expanded conteext: the feeling he was, as she had felt in her kitchen, waiting to be 

excused, too wellbred to tell her so. # " Has there been any progress?" she said, turning the warm 

cup in her hands. "In my case. The bank's been notified." he said quietly. " the credit companies. 

They have their own fraud divisions, did you know that? They do their own investigating., "He 

looked as if he expected her to say something. When she didn't he went on. " Mrs. Munson, " and 

he indicated the papers again. " the profile we're working with here is probably an organized gang, 

some bunch of kids who do this for a living. They walk off with your luggage at the airport, snatch 

your purse in the elevator at the mall. Just kids. It's upsetting to the victims, we know. But 

unfortunately this type of. of event is all too common nowadays. Which is why, at least, your 

liability is limited. "# She nodded again. #" These people should be stopped. They're a nuisance, 

and God knows what else they're up to in their spare time. between you and me. But they're 

basically impossible to find. The insurance companies, they could find them if they wanted, 

they've got the staff, but they're dealing with fraud on a scale you and i couldn't# IN SECRETS OF 

Special Agents, "I was glad to see real communicators who have walked the walk and not just 

talked the talk. We have heard from too many"experts" whose expertise is purely academic. As a 

former FBI agent and member of the Behavioral Analysis Program, I learned much from Joe 
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Navarro and Jack Schfer. Good communicators recognize behavior to be a process of one's 

physiological, psychological, and sociological makeup, # MIKE LIWICKI # Buffalo, NY 

Breaking Up Is Hard to Do THE MANNER IN which a person breaks up with another shows the 

character of that person ( The Thoroughly Modern Guide to Breakups, " February). If a person 

does it face-to-face in a kind and empathetic way. he is truly an understanding and sensitive 

person.if he does it from a distance 

 

Source information: 

Source FIC: Callaloo 

Date 2005 (Spring) 

Publication information Vol. 28, Iss. 2: pg. 265, 8 pgs 

Title MISS BABY, O LOVELY AND DARK (as Told to Mr. J.C. Harris) 

Author Honorée Fanonne Jeffers 

Expanded context:  

scared of that fat wife of his. Look at me. Do somebody this black and fine got to grab a-

hold to Rabbit if he don't want to be caught? I can get anybody I want. I done had plenty 

and I ain't never had to beg. Not once. It's been some begging going on but I ain't been 

the one to do it. Here my right hạnd slapped by Glory on that, I bet if i wanted you. I 

could have you right now. I ain't never had me no white man but they say it's the same 

more or less. Is that true? Aw sugar, don't be bashful. You know l'm Just playing with 

you! Bruh Rabbit, he walk up to me. Put his hand on me, tor I don't say nothing to him 

and just keep sipping on my drink. Then he start rubbing on me quiet like, whispering to 

me. And he ain't got no business touching me like that. but it's a strange touch. hot but 

kind of respectful. # That nasty Fox standing there right next to Rabbit drinking and 

acting like he don't hear nothing but an tell by looking at Foxs face he do. He think I 

don't see him saying something out the side of his mouth to Rabbit. Fax tried to run up 

on me once but he ain't my type. He too good-loking. Plus 
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Source information: 

Source 
BLOG: http://kotaku.com/5927150/geek-rap-star-kicks-fan-out-of-concert-over-

tweet 

Date 2012 

Title Geek Rap Star Kicks Fan Out Of Concert Over Tweet (Update) 

Expanded context:  

the show, someone tweeted something negative about Richie. And I don't have a 

problem with stuff like this. I get made fun of and called all sorts of name every day. But 

if someone messes with my friend i have this weird reaction that happens, and I do 

things that probably are kind of not normal, abnormal. I just become extremely 

protective. #I marched onstage, and in between songs with Richie. I grabbed the 

microphone and I said' Who is this person's name. he came up, and I said.' You're going 

to have to go off with somebody with the venue and tell them to escort you off for 

talking shit on Twitter. From Taylor's account: # I walked out to the lobby, grabbed a 

soda and was sitting there when I heard the crowd went nuts and mc chris started 

talking, and I heard him ask for my real name. My friend and I looked at each other 

confused and heard him ask for it again. I got up, walked back onto the floor and raised 

my hand. He then pointed at me and yelled, * Security is golng to take you the fuck out 

nowi That's what you get for talking shit on Twitter!"#" People what Twitter is. This is an 

MC Chris show. It whatev want on Twitter. " MC Chris told me. "I'm not nalve, I 

understand 
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Source information: 

.  

Series Series Necessary Roughness (IMDB) (Years: 2011-2013: 38 episodes) 

Country: USA Genre: Comedy, Drama, Romance 

Series info A Long Island psychotherapist's personal life unravels when she finds her 

husband cheating, Dving fully into her work. Dr Dani Santino soon finds 

herself as the most sought-after . 

Episode All the King's Horses (2012) (IMDB) (Open Subtitler) 

Episode Info Length: 44 min / Rating: TV-PG / IMDB rating: 2236604 (36 votes) Episode 

plot As the Hawks season opener nears, Dani, TK and the team teeter on the 

precipice of disaster. 

Expanded context:  

group yesterday... [Horse snorts). was that for real? You said the team won't let you 

back until you complete the program. right? Terrence: Right. Weil, if you want to get the 

kiss goodbye sooner than later, you got to give them what they want. And what do they 

want? For you to apologize. For what? Everything and anything -- you're sorry for all of it 

And cry. When? Whenever passible. [Mockingly) I'm sorry. I'm sorry that I screwed your 

best friend. [Normal voice) Blah, blah, blah. People don't understand what it's like to be 

at the top. So we take the edge off with a little of this, a little of that. Sometimes we 

walk a fine line Sometimes. we fall off the line. but i come back here, get my reboots, 

and I'm good as new. just can't believe m gonna miss the first game of the season. 

[Horse whinnies) This is bullshit. No, my friend. It's horse shit. [Both laugh)? I was born 

to live? live to burn, gon na burn it down?7 can't wait my turn tonight 

[Indistinct.conversations) You blocked the deal with Toes Kittridge, Donnally. What a 

surprise. Come on. Your assistant practically told me what stool you'd be sitting in. 

Almost as if you were waiting on me Rob. The deals good for Kittridge. 
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Source information: 

.  

Title Tribute (IMDB) (Qoen Subtitles) 

Year 2009 

Genre Drama, Mystery, Romance 

Plot 

A former child star buys her grandmother's house to rescue it from ruin but 

her hope for serenity is soon edipsed by haunting dreams of her famous 

grandmother, who died of a supposed overdose in the house more than 30 

years ago 

More Info Lenght 90 min / Rating: TV-PG/ IMDB rating: 5.7 (1287 votes) 

Expanded context:  

was a home. What? What? What? You know, from the movies and the pictures I've seen 

of your grandmother, you're way more beautiful than she was. This would be me 

officially hitting on you That's not a smart idea. I've already hit my quota of mistakes for 

the decade. - What? - Live a little. Oh, I have. See, Ive lived a lot. For Instance, if I were to 

sleep over, right I wouldn't sleep in the spare room. I'd sleep with you. Would you like 

some salad now? Yeah. Thank you for the lovely dinner and the wine. Appreciate 

everything. Being hit on. you know. Thank you. Let me walk you home. I just live right 

across the street - Who's that? - Steve. Steve! Heyt - Cillal - Steve! - Hey, hey! - Steve, 

give me a hugl - I'm so excited that you're here. - It's beautiful Come on, let's go. We can 

make something amazing out of this, right? - And we create a space right here, - Why 

didn't I think of that? - And you can go straight to the porch. - You're a genius. - Excuse 

me, - Okay. HI. Just wanted to see if you got home okay. Who is it? This is Steve 
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Source information: 

Source SPOK Fox Kilmeade 

Date 2012 

Title Bill Cowheras Coaching 

Perspective Early Detection for Skin Cancer; Same Sex Marriage 

Expanded context:  

great. But you may fall down in taking risk. too. You get back up. It's not how many times you get 

knocked down. it's how many times you get back up. Just a few little elements to me is about you 

know, don't get caught up in it, because it's not so much what you achleve, it's the people you 

touch along the way. And that to me, is what leadership is about. And that's what America was 

built an. And sometimes it's not what's handed out, It's what you have to work for. KILMEADE 

Yes. There's a glory in effort. COWHER Yes. KILMEADE And people want to say, "If you don't 

walk away with a trophy. you're a loser."I never bought into that. COWHER No. KILMEADE No 

Medals for Trylng. " Bill Parcells, name of his book. I never bought into that either. But before we 

go, the message you brought in here, as much as you wanted to meet me, you also have a- 

COWHER You know what. Brian, it is melanomaexposed.com. It's bringing awareness to 

something that's very treatable when caught early, lethal when it gets into your body. Get screened. 

We're going to have it around the country with NFL teams In NFL stadiums through the course. 

And that will be on there if you go to melanomaexposed.com. 
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Source information: 

Source 
BLOG http://www.superty.org/2012/11/were-back-online-hurricane-

sandy-and.html  

Date 2012  

Title We're back online! Hurricane Sandy and Halloween 

Expanded context:  

focuses on candy (Tys favorite thing). What made Halloween extra depressing was reflecting on 

the fact that last year Ty was at his absolute best since his diagnosis. He was practically standing 

dependently He was getting so strong. He was cancer free for four months and tolerating his daily 

treatments very well. Ty decided to be iron Man because his cousin James always used to tell he 

was most like Ironman (because Ty has so much hardware inside to keep him alive, just like Tony 

Stark). It makes me realize just how much went wrong for him after this. Actually. it was after 

thanks giving Everything began to go downhill from there, but rl recap that whole story another 

time, These days, Lou and I walk around the house with a very strong face on. We have talked 

about the fact that our strength may come from our lack of acceptance. We are both still looking 

for Ty all the time. We walk into the den and expect to see him on the couch. We enter the house 

and expect to hear his voice and his laughter filing the hallways. It's as if we are just missing him 

and waiting for him to come home from a long trip away. I can't wait to see him again. This life of 

mine is already beginning to feel long and dragged out. The only thing I fear is Gavin getting sick. 

Pediatric cancer is and forever will be my greatest fear. 
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Source information: 

Source information 
WEB: http://narrowpathstohigherplaces.com/29-things-you-never-knew-

you-w/ 

Date 2012 

Title 29 Things You Never Knew You Wanted to Know About Me - Narrow 

Perspective Early Detection for Skin Cancer; Same Sex Marriage 

Expanded context:  

No 

 else ever could, 23.)I have absolutely no spatial reasoning whatsoever. I can not put left avers 

away in the right sized Tupperware container and I have no idea how many people attend my 

hurch. rd say 100 and it would be like 650. 24.) I once jumped off the end of the world. # 25.) I am 

deathly afraid of heights and have had to lay down on my stomach horrible embarrassment of my 

friends. I also scream going across tall bridges. San Fransisco is a nightmare for anyone in the car 

with me. # 26.) I hate the smell of lavender but think it's gorgeous and love baking with it. 27.) 

When I walk by a window and see my reflection, I sometimes pretend I'm window shopping but 

really I'm checking my hair and teeth and outfit. # 28.) I want my blog to grow so that I can have 

opportunities to do what i dream about, but l'm scared to say those dream out loud, a 29.) 

Sometimes, I just need to make lists and take a break and listen to my husband laugh and eat 

pistachlio gelato, while snuggling with my kids, Well, there you have it. Now you knowa bit more 

about me and will totally be watching me when I walk past a shop window to see whether or not 

I'm checking myself out. What tall buildings to the.. 

Source information: 

Source NEWS New York Post 

Date 2019 (19-09-23) 

Publication information Vol. 38, Iss. 1; pg. 101. 37 pgs 

Title Model protests Gucc's use of straitjackets during Milan show 
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Expanded context:  

a Current head coach Chris Beard, who was an assistant to Bob Knight when Emmett played for 

the Red Raiders, said Emmett was " arguably the best player in program history and an even better 

person. Beard, who said he'd just talked to Emmett a few days ago, said Emmett had established a 

foundation in his hometown of Dallas to help kids. = In a statement BIG3 described Emmett as 

kind and easy-going, and said he was a joy to be around. "81248628 A model in Gucci's Milan 

Fashion Week show staged an unplanned protest of the label's offensive" use of traitjackets on 

Sunday, claiming at least one other model was so" disgusted by the clothes "he walked off the job 

# London-based model Ayesha Tan-Jones, who identifies as non-binary, said he Gucci designs 

were deeply offensive and they spontaneously decided to scrawl" Mental health is not fashion " on 

their hands before going on the runway." As an artist and model who has experienced my own 

struggles with mental health. as well as family members and loved ones who have been affected by 

depression, anxiety, bipolar and schizophrenia, it is hurtful and insensitive or a major fashion 

house such as Gucci to conveyor belt Sunday. dressed in straitjackets in Imagery as a concept for a 

fleeting fashion moment," Tan-Jones, 26, wrote in an Instagram post. # Models rolled down the 

runway on a 
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APPENDICCES II 

B. DATA FROM KAMUS MANGKASARA   

ajjappa 

v. • walk; berjalan. a'lolo'-loloki punna ajjappa rampi'na andi'ta ambangungi sallang. 

pelan-pelan kalau jalan di samping adikmu nanti dia terbangun. jappa riolo maki' . 

silahkan Anda jalan duluan 

 

addakka 

v. • pace, to step; melangkah. addakkai ri batu-batua. ia melangkah di batu-batua. 

 

addikki 

v. • walk very slowly; berjalan (pelan-pelan). addikki ana'na lina. Anaknya lina berjalan 

(pelan-pelan). Addikki agangku antama' ri balla'na. Temanku jalan (pelan-pelan) masuk 

di rumahnya 

 

lingka  

v. • Walk, Move (to other world); pergi (dunia lain). Aklingkami ri anja' amma’na. ibunya 

telah pergi ke alam arwah (berpulang) 

amminro 

v. • walk around; memutar, berkeliling. amminro-minro dete'ma' amboyai polopengku. 

saya berkeliling kemana-mana polopengku. 

 

Ammessu’ 

v. • shift, slide on floor (sign of submission); beringsut, esot, begeser sambil 

membungkukkan badan (khusus sebagai tanda penghargaan. ammesuki taua punna 

landallekanga ri karaenga. orang yang mau menhadap raja begeser sambil 

membungkukkan badannya. tena naero' ammesu' ri pammempoangna. dia tidak ingin 

beringsut dari tempat duduknya. esuki anrinni. geserlah kemari 

a'cenreng 

v. • walk with quick, small steps; berjalan cepat, lari dengan langkah pendek. cenrengi 

ana'na. anaknya berjalan cepat. ana'na a'cenreng mange ka nia' nacini' na eroki 

angngalle. anaknya cepat berjalan ke sana karena ada yang dia lihat dan dia mau 

mengambilnya. 
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accanda’ 

v. • to walk long way; berjalan jauh. sanna' bellaku accanda’. saya berjalan sangat jauh. 

nalabbangi parallakenga nacandaki. dia jalan mengelilingi halamannya. 

 

accadondong’ 

v. • walk spritely, quickly; berjalan (dengan cepat). cadondongi amma'na a'lampa 

mange a'pasara'. ibunya berjalan (dgn cepat) pergi ke pasar. 

 

Tappere-pere 

v. • walking unbalanced.; Berjalan (dengan tidak seimbang). Tappere – perei bapakku 

antama ri balla. Ayahku berjalan dengan tidak seimbang masuk ke rumah 

 

a'rurung 

v. • escort, accompany, walk along with; beriring. a'rurunga' agangku ajjappa ri 

balla’na. saya beriring berjalan dengan temanku ke rumahnya. 

 

a'lete 

v. • walk on s.t. elevated, narrow; meniti. a'lete ri tetea. meniti pada titian. letei ri 

jambatang bulo. ia meniti jembatan bambu. 

 

a'lolo' 

v. • move long slowly, shift; bergerak, berjalan, menggerayang(i). a'lolo'mi anjo otoa. 

mobil itu sudah berjalan. a'lolo' ri bangngia. menggerayang di waktu 

 


